PTK Forensic Appliance
> INDEXING ENGINE

The PTK Appliance is a highly professional, multiuser, easy-to-use solution for complex Digital Investigations.

The PTK Core is made up of a complex preliminry

The system, fully configured and secured, has the PTK software, the last DFLabs project, developed in-house

indexing system able to analyze the imported

and used by thousands of forensic examiners worldwide. PTK comprises an efficient indexing engine and an

evidence and render the investigation activity

intuitive graphic interface that enables, during forensic investigation activities, the management of different

faster and more efficient.
The indexing engine performs:

cases at various user levels. PTK appliance is the ideal tool for the complete computer forensics management.

Pre-indexing analysis
Statistical analisys
String extraction (ASCII and unicode)
Allocated, unallocated, slack space analysis
File categorization (graphic, documents, executable, etc.)

FILE ANALYSIS
PTK offers the possibility to browse inside recognized file systems visualizing the content of allocated,
deleted, ADS (alternated data stream) or hidden files. Evidence of multipartitioned disks or single
partitions can be analyzed. Each file can be visualized at various formatting levels; in original format,

-

File signature analysis

-

File extension mismatch

in esadecimal or string format. In this

-

Metadata extraction

section it is also possible, during

-

Timeline generation

visualization, to apply filters, to save

-

File hashing

and export them.

-

Auto data carving

-

Customizable file signature

-

Hash set manager

> MULTIUSERS
The access to the PTK console can take place at
two levels:
Master Investigator
Investigator

TIMELINE
For each evidence it is possible to realize both a table and a graphic-static timeline able to visualize
the event temporal succession for each file. This process can be applied to the entire file system or to
a single partition. It is also possible to realize temporal filters in order to limit the analysis field. The

The Master Investigator can manage any case,

graphical timeline provides an immediate vision of the event trend and highlights access peaks,

associate it to one or two investigators, add or

modification and file creation.

remove evidence and visualize related bookmarks. The investigators can use all analysis functions
provided by PTK and generate personal bookmarks. The Master Investigator can, at any time, deny
case access to all the other users.

> BOOKMARK
During investigation any relevant element can be
noted down in the appropriate bookmark section.
Each bookmark can have notes and be inserted in
the appropriate categories created by the user.
The bookmarks are profiled according to the
console access. It is possible to create the
following bookmarks:
single file
part of the file
search result
timeline event

GALLERY
The Gallery section is mainly addressed to those investigations related to the search of particular
graphical contents inside the file system.
PTK mismatch file detection features
are able to detect hidden or renamed
graphical contents. From this section
also it is possible to create, organize
bookmarks by categories and associa-

> REPORTS
Reports are generated based on the bookmarks
created by each investigator. These reports are
personalized at various levels.
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te notes to each of them.

> LOGGING
Trace is kept of the actions performed by PTK

KEYWORD SEARCH

users, the lab system (IP address), the time and

The keyword search tab was designed to work in two ways: the first was to run indexed searches

day it was accessed. Every log file is automatically

(Indexed Search) – results in this case are practically instantaneous; the second is to run an evidence

rotated by PTK every day. All logs are exported

live search (Live Search). The Live module was inserted in order to extend the search capacity of the

and attached to the investigation report.

Indexed module and thus identify the searched keywords in more complex situations also. PTK also
allows searches based on regular
expressions such as for example:

> DASHBOARD

email

At all times it is possible to monitor the status of

address or other expressions defined

the PTK system in terms of:

addresses, credit

card,

IP

by the user.

free memory
CPU average use
Free disk
Used disk percentage

> FILTERING/RICURSIVE
Content filtering in the File Analysis section is

RAM ANALISYS

done through:

PTK is able to analyze, besides normal file

textual filter (file name)

system, the Ram Dump, reconstructing the

advanced file (file type, MACB time)

original system status in terms of open

possibility to save its own filters

connections, active processes, open files

>PERFORMANCE

and other system activities. It is moreover

The transmission from the PTK Appliance towards

possible to run keywords search inside the

the investigator’s browser are highly optimized

dump both in ASCII and Unicode format.

and customized. The time to analyze files of very
big dimensions is reduced.

PTK APPLIANCE
> DATA UNIT
Every imported evidence can be analyzed at the
level of the Data Unit, e.g visualizing, at low level,
the content of every sector of the file system under
investigation.

> PTK VALIDATION

The appliance, also realized by the PTK developers, is equipped with two 500 GB serial ATA hot-plug
disks; therefore evidence management is highly flexible, and there are no long data transfers via
network.
The PTK appliance supports evidence formats (both on a single and on multiple files) dd (RAW image),
Encase format (EWF), AFF Lib Format.
The recognized file systems are:NTFS, FAT, UFS 1, UFS 2, EXT2FS, EXT3FS, and ISO 9660.

Among the numerous tests run on PTK we
mention the Digital Forensics Tool Testing (DFTT)
project.

SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES *
The specific techniques of the appliance are the
following:
- Quad Core Xeon X3323, 2.5GHz,
- 4GB DDR2 667MHz Memory
- 2 dischi 500 GB SATA 7.2k 3.5" HD Hot Plug
- SAS 6iR internal RAID controller, PCI-e 1 S
- Rack Chassis
- Hot-Plug HD Cage, Non-Redundant PSU
- Internal SATA DVD-ROM Drive

The DFLabs solution also comprises:

- Broadcom Gigabit Ethernet NIC

For further information visit:

www.cyberforensicstore.com
www.dflabs.com
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High-performance hardware appliance*
Optimized PTK (30% faster)
Database automatic backup
Two-day courses (onsite, local, online)
HTTPS support towards the PTK console
24h NBD support (Next Business day)

